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Volcano People

About living with the forces of nature

Photographer/Author: Ulla Lohmann

THE FASCINATING PRIMEVAL ENERGY OF OUR PLANET
On the Italian island of Vulcano, the Canary Islands
or one of the over 150 fire-breathing mountains in
Indonesia: the world over, people live near, on and
in particular with volcanoes. For example, because
they profit from the fertile land – and nevertheless,
they live with death on their doorstep. Renowned
and award-winning photographer Ulla Lohmann
visits seven regions worldwide in search of Earth‘s
primeval energy. In impressive images and exciting
texts, she shows how a chicken gives warning of an
impending eruption and what we can learn from a
life with the forces of nature.

The Photographer and Author
Ulla Lohmann, born in 1977, is a photographer and
filmmaker whose work focuses on active volcanoes.
She finds it particularly intriguing how people live
with ‘their‘ fire-breathing mountains and how wild
and untamed nature is – even in Europe. Together
with her husband and expedition partner Basti
Hofmann, she holds the record for the deepest rope
descent into an active volcano. Her son Manuk is
named after the Indonesian volcano.

USPs
•

SPECIFICATIONS
20.5 x 25.5 cm, hardcover
192 pages
Colour illustrations: tbd
Retail price €36.00
ISBN 978-3-95728-699-4
Publication: April 2023
World rights available
Copyright Knesebeck Verlag

•

•

Spectacular photos accompany perceptive
and up-close insights into the life of
people who live on or near active volcanoes
Impressive accounts of people and animals
who have learned to live with volcanoes
and benefit from them
Polyglot volcano expert Ulla Lohmann is
one of Germany’s leading and best-known
nature photographers
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Hunters of the Light

Passion Nature Photography

Authors/Photographers: Ingo Arndt, David
Hettich, Markus Mauthe, Bernd Römmelt;
Author: Martin Rasper

SPECIFICATIONS
28 x 24.5 cm, hardcover
approx. 192 pages
colour illustrations: 220
Retail price 38.00 €

TOP NATURE PHOTOGRAPHY - FOUR PHOTOGRAPHERS,
ONE PASSION
The whimsically enchanting beauty of a frogfish, the
Milky Way at dawn on the third highest mountain on
earth, hundreds of sea turtles laying their eggs on a
beach in Costa Rica, or icy landscapes on Greenland
bathed in the most beautiful shades of red and
orange: four exceptional photographers open their
archives and show us photos that most of us would
probably never get to see otherwise. They talk about
their adventures, their motivation as well as their
very personal working methods and approaches. A
must for all nature photography fans.
THE PHOTOGRAPHERS AND AUTHORS
Markus Mauthe is a photographer and environmental
activist. In books and live reports he shows the
beauty of the world and draws attention to its
threats.
David Hettich’s logbook keeps track of over 2500
dives around the world. His underwater photographs
appear in advertising campaigns, calendars and
magazines.
Bernd Römmelt is an award-winning photographer
and travel journalist. His work focuses on the Alps
and the far north.
Ingo Arndt is one of the world's outstanding nature
photographers. His pictures appear in international
magazines and journals.
Martin Rasper (text) is editor-in-chief of the
magazine bienen & natur and writes for SZ
magazine, merian and country, among others.

USPs
•

978-3-95728-713-7
Publication: April 2023
World rights available
Copyright Knesebeck Verlag

•

Passion for the perfect picture: Four
successful exceptional photographers
provide insight into the process of creating
their photographs and the working world of
today's nature photographers.
they photograph animals all over the world,
dive into the silence of the oceans, make
nature conservation with their cameras and
search for the perfect mountain light - an
extraordinary illustrated book with a wide
range of subjects.
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Heaven and Hell

The beauty of extreme natural phenomena

Photographer/Author: Dennis Oswald,
Photographer/Author: Adrian Rohnfelder

SPECIFICATIONS
20.5 x 25.5 cm, hardcover
192 pages
Colour illustrations: 190
Retail price €35.00
978-3-95728-714-4
Publication: March 2023
World rights available
Copyright Knesebeck Verlag

Extreme weather in all its majestic beauty
The deafening roar of tornadoes, the primeval roar
of fire, the crack of lighting, icy winds, literally
deadly desert regions – Dennis Oswald and Adrian
Rohnfelder are drawn to locations where nature
shows itself from its most extreme side. In this
book, they take us with them on an adventurous
journey to places on this earth which not many
people experience – and live to tell the tale. Their
fascinating photos show the demonic force, but also
the heavenly beauty of our planet. A book that will
take your breath away.

THE PHOTOGRAPHERS AND AUTHORS
Dennis Oswald studied Geography and Meteorology
and is a keen photographer. For 25 years, he has
spent every free minute chasing photogenic
thunderstorms, for preference in the American
Midwest. Oswald’s second great passion is the
endless expanse of the American deserts. His awardwinning images are published in calendars, articles,
books and lectures.
Some years ago, photographer Adrian Rohnfelder
exchanged his well-paid job as a consultant and his
suit for a life of adventure, following his passion
with a camera. Since then, he has travelled the most
extreme places on our planet in search of the forces
of nature in action. He reports on his experiences in
articles and books, delivers lectures to large
audiences and has won numerous international
awards.
USPs
• Whirling tornadoes, bolts of lightning, towering
cloud formations or bubbling volcanoes: unique
photographs show the awe-inspiring beauty of
the forces of nature in our era
• “Tornado Alley“ in the USA, the “Gates of Hell“
in Turkmenistan, “Point of No Return“ in
Ethiopia: a daring voyage around the world to
places hardly ever seen
• Fascinating pictures which will amaze readers
and invite them to linger – with brief
background information on the natural
phenomena shown
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On wheels

With the mountain bike to the K2

Author: Gerhard Czerner

SPECIFICATIONS
13.6 x 21 cm, softcover with flaps
Approx 272 pages
Colour illustrations: 80
Retail price €20.00
978-3-95728-661-5
Publication: March 2023
World rights available
Copyright Knesebeck Verlag

OVER THE ROOF OF THE WORLD ON A MOUNTAIN BIKE
The Karakorum is one of the most spectacular
mountain ranges on Earth, with 4 eight thousanders
around the Baltoro Glacier, itself more than 60
kilometres in length. It is obvious that this throne
room of the mountain gods will attract many
mountaineers – but what is a mountain biker doing
there? Globetrotter and professional Gerhard Czerner
explores this unique region, and is often the first to
do so on two wheels. His unique, insightful and
self-ironic report gives us an idea that we can count
ourselves blessed if we welcome the unexpected
with open arms.

THE AUTHOR
Gerhard Czerner, born in 1976, has spent many years
‘on the road‘ as a travel journalist and has always
considered the journey itself as more important than
athletic prowess. In magazines, books and films and
at festivals, he tells of his amazing experiences in
all parts of the world. A nature-lover, in addition to
cycling, he also does a lot of mountaineering: his
experience in both these areas makes many of his
bike expeditions possible in the first place.

USPs
• For the first time, in an impressive travel
account: by mountain bike on the Concordia
Trek along the highest mountains on Earth
• Well-known travel journalist Gerhard Czerner
tells of a grand adventure: dreams, plans,
approaches, tenacity, errors and experiences
• With outstanding photography from one of the
most spectacular mountain regions in the world
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Atlas of Extraordinary Sounds

A journey to the acoustic wonders of the
world

Author: Michaela Vieser, Author: Isaac Yuen

SPECIFICATIONS
13.6 x 21 cm, hardcover
Approx. 240 pages
Retail price €22.00
978-3-95728-662-8
Publication: April 2023
World rights available
Copyright Knesebeck Verlag

CLOSE YOUR EYES AND OPEN YOUR EARS!
Noises from the interior of the earth emerge from a
borehole, a gigantic concert of fish music unsettles
divers and dolphins, and in the desert, the sand
dunes sing: prize-winning nature authors Michaela
Vieser and Isaac Yuen guide us to the places worth
hearing, which offer a very special sound
experience. With them, we discover the hidden
sounds of the landscape, learn the stories behind
them and immerse ourselves in a fascinating
acoustic world. A unique panorama of noise and
sound!

THE AUTHOR
Michaela Vieser read Japanese Studies and Asian Art
History in London and lived in Japan for several
years, a period she drew on in several
documentaries, radio features and her bestseller Tee
mit Buddha. A freelance author, she won the
German Award for Nature Writing scholarship in
2021. In her texts, she combines scientific fact with
the evidence of her own senses.
Isaac Yuen calls two places home: the former British
colony Hong Kong and the Canadian city of
Vancouver, his adopted home, and he has always
been passionate about the environment. He writes
short stories and essays which appear in literature
magazines in the USA, Canada and Great Britain. In
2022, he was awarded the »Pushcart Prize«.

USPs
• What sound does the Earth make at a depth of
12 km? What song does a glacier sing? 50 travel
reports take us to places all over the world
which are worth hearing and explain the stories
behind the sounds
• Beautiful or disturbing, harmonious, healing or
inspiring noises and sounds, painstakingly
composed or taken in their entirety and
unfiltered from nature
• A contrast to our visually dominated everyday
lives and an invitation to become more aware
of acoustics and sound
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From the Demanding and
Gratifying Life with Animals

The pleasures and challenges of living with
animals

Author: Hilal Sezgin

SPECIFICATIONS
13.6 x 21 cm, hardcover with reading
ribbon
Approx. 272 pages
Colour illustrations: xxx
Retail price €22.00
978-3-95728-702-1
Publication: March 2023
World rights available
Copyright Knesebeck Verlag

BEYOND THE RURAL IDYLL
Alone among eighty animals: for more than one and
a half decades, bestselling author Hilal Sezgin has
lived in the country. In her moving memoirs, she
describes what it is like running an animal refuge, a
kind of retirement home where the elderly ewe
suffers from arthrosis and the rabbit from catarrh.
And she reflects on what it means always being
there for others, caring for them for animals – and
how she frequently reaches limits, in particular her
own. A touching and moving story, passionately,
skilfully and knowledgeably told.

THE AUTHOR
Hilal Sezgin was born in 1970, studied philosophy,
worked for the literary supplement of the Frankfurter
Rundschau and moved to the Lüneburger Heide in
2007. From there, she works as a freelance author
and published numerous books, including Only
Freedom is Species-Appropriate and Animals Want a
Life! Hilal Sezgin writes for several supra-regional
media and is, for example, a member of the jury for
the non-fiction bestseller list of ZEIT, ZDF and DLF
Kultur.

USPs
• SPIEGEL bestseller author Hilal Sezgin throws
opens the gates of her animal shelter and tells
how rewarding but also challenging it is to look
after 80 old and frail animals
• Moving insights and a touching memoir of a life
lived in harmony with nature and her creatures
• A book about the plenty and happiness of life
and respect for farm animls
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Tomato, Bicycle, Guillotine

A brief history of women in 30 objects

Author: Kerstin Wolff, Illustrator: Tatjana
Prenzel

SPECIFICATIONS
17 x 21 cm, hardcover
Approx. 192 pages
Colour illustrations: 60-80
Retail price €20.00
978-3-95728-693-2
Publication: February 2023
World rights available
Copyright Knesebeck Verlag

THESE WOMEN MAKE OUR WORLD MORE COLOURFUL AND BETTER
What do coffee filters, the tomato and the guillotine
have in common? Politically, legally or in their
private lives, all three contributed significantly to
where women stand in society today. Using 30
objects, Kerstin Wolff shows how the living
environments of women in Germany and Central
Europe have changed in the course of time and what
this means for women today. Expressively illustrated
by Tatjana Prenzel, this book invites readers to take
a casual look at this important and topical subject.

The Author
Dr. Kerstin Wolff is a historian, head of the Research
Department of the Archiv der deutschen
Frauenbewegung (archive of the German women‘s
movement) and lectures at the University of Kassel.
For more than 20 years, she has studied the history
of women and women’s emancipation in Germany in
the 19th and 20th centuries. She is convinced that
emancipation can only succeed if women are aware
of what their female ancestors have already
achieved and what remains to be achieved.
Tatjana Prenzel studied at the Offenburg am Main
College of Design and at the Haute école des Arts du
Rhin in Strasbourg. She works as an illustrator for
international publications such as The New York
Times, Penguin Random House US and Die ZEIT and
formerly lectured at the Universities of Applied
Science in Mainz and Würzburg.

USPs
• A bicycle, trousers, the sewing machine or a
football: in 30 objects, this book traces the
progress of women‘s emancipation to the
present day
• Exciting anecdotes with modern illustrations
document how the life of women in Europe has
changed and the achievements of the pioneers
who paved the way for this development
• This riveting and entertaining account by
historian Kerstin Wolff shows objects which
have influenced the lives of women and given
them greater independence
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Change is Female

Women who are already writing history

Author: Mareike Graepel, Author/Illustrator:
Jan Hendrik Ax

SPECIFICATIONS
17 x 24 cm, hardcover
Approx. 192 pages
Colour illustrations: 50
Retail price €22.00
978-3-95728-632-1
Publication: February 2023
World rights available
Copyright Knesebeck Verlag

THESE ARE WOMEN WHO MAKE OUR WORLD MORE COLOURFUL AND
BETTER

Climate protection, mental health or human rights –
when it comes to the greatest challenges of our day,
it is often (young) women who set the tone. They
are loud, they denounce injustices, they break
through glass ceilings. They are conquering the
world of technology, changing the film and music
industry, paving the way for the next generation.
Greta Thunberg, Naomi Osaka, Florence Kasumba,
Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez and co. – these are
heroines we should now, because already today,
they are making the changes our world so urgently
needs.

The Author
Jan Hendrik Ax, born in 1992, studied design and
information technology/communication at the
Münster School of Design. He has worked as a
freelancer for various agencies and publishing
houses since 2018. His work has been published, for
example, in FAZ and Psychologie Heute. He lives in
Münster.
Mareike Graepel, born in 1977, is a freelance
journalist, author, translator and PR consultant. She
works, for example, for DEINE KORRESPONDENTIN,
the dpa, the Bonner General-Anzeiger, the Irish
Examiner and the Recklinghäuser Zeitung. She has
two daughters and lives with her family in Haltern,
North Rhine-Westphalia and in Ireland.

USPs
• Politics, culture, research or sport: who are the
women who, already today, are influencing the
world of tomorrow in so many different fields?
• Role models such as Billie Eilish, Florence
Kasumba or Maja Göpel show what strong
women are achieving today
• A broad and diverse spectrum of dedicated
women who are the pioneers and champions
shaping our age
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Now More Than Ever!
Strong Women between 60 and 100 tell of
Passion, Curiosity and other Ventures

Author: Elke Vesper, Photographer: Lena
Jacobsen

SPECIFICATIONS
16 x 23.2 cm, softcover with flaps
Approx. 272 pages
Colour illustrations: 50
Retail price €28.00
978-3-95728-694-9
Publication: February 2023
World rights available
Copyright Knesebeck Verlag

LIVING HISTORY AND ROLE MODELS
Elke Vesper interviewed twenty women between the
ages of 60 and 100 – the result: intimate portraits
which move and amaze. In this book, we can read
about a journey around the world in a vintage car, a
trip to consult Siberian shamans, the founding of
the platform ‘Omas gegen rechts’ or a 90-year-old
holocaust survivor performing in a punk band. These
are women who dare to find new love, realise
lifelong dreams, leave the well-trodden paths
behind them. Each story is impressive in its own
right, and they all break with clichés about older
women.
The Author
Elke Vesper studied in Cologne, where she graduated
in Literature and Philosophy. She has worked in
many professions, for example as a
Fremdsprachenkorrespondentin (multilingual
secretary), teacher, dance therapist, couples
therapist and psychotherapist and has written for
radio stations on a wide range of topics. In 1982,
she published her first novel. She has travelled the
world, living in Cologne, France, Spain and, today,
in Hamburg, has three children and five
grandchildren.
Lena Jacobsen earned a degree in Communication
Studies and Ethnology before deciding to devote her
attention full-time to photography. Since 2015, she
has worked as a freelance fashion, beauty and
portrait photographer who likes to question current
ideals of beauty. After spending several years in
South Africa, she now lives with her family in
Portugal.
USPs
• In personal portraits, fascinating women from
widely ranging walks of life and with impressive
vitae share their invaluable wisdom and
experience
• Inspirational female personalities between the
ages of 60 and 100 Jahren turn our traditional
image of older women upside-down
• courageous, straightforward, patient or
adventure-loving women have something to
teach us all
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Hungry for Adventures

Recipes for hikers, cyclists and nature
lovers

Author: Jessica Lerchenmüller

SPECIFICATIONS
19 x 25.5 cm, hardcover
Approx. 192 pages
Colour illustrations: 80
Retail price €28.00
978-3-95728-690-1
Publication: February 2023
World rights available
Copyright Knesebeck Verlag

A BOOK LIKE A BRIEF GETAWAY IN SOUTH TYROL
One thing is sure: when you pull on those hiking
boots and set out for the summit or get on your
bike to enjoy the panorama along a mountain pass,
you are going to need plenty of energy. And even
less strenuous excursions will find you more than
ready for a filling snack. This book offers a varied
selection of delicious recipe ideas for the great
outdoors. A fortifying breakfast before you set out,
snacks of varying sizes to enjoy in the fresh air,
refreshing beverages, and delectable dishes to
replenish your energy banks in the evening. In
short: everything the outdoor heart desires.

THE AUTHOR
Jessica Lerchenmüller, was born in Vorarlberg,
Austria. While a student, she discovered not only
her passion for cooking but also her love of
photography. In 2015, she created the food blog
‘vollmundig‘, which has become a creative studio for
recipe development, food styling and photography
as well as for international travel reports. She finds
inspiration for her cookery books outdoors and on
the move – for example, while brainstorming on her
racing bike.

USPs
• Healthy and delicious snacks for a full day
outdoors provide active people with nutrients
and energy and assist regeneration in the
evening
• A wide variety of small meals and snacks which
are simple to prepare and will fit easily into
your pocket whatever tour you plan
• 70 recipes for all activities, from cycling and
mountain biking to one-day hikes and trekking
tours, plus atmospheric photos that will have
you dreaming of your next adventure
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My Forest Garden

Inspiration for a natural paradise

Authors: Laura Müller, Bernd Müller

SPECIFICATIONS
16 x 23.2 cm, hardcover
Approx. 256 pages
Colour illustrations: 100
Retail price €28.00
978-3-95728-695-6
Publication: March 2023
World rights available
Copyright Knesebeck Verlag

THE NEW WAY TO GARDEN
What is a forest garden? Well, even a relatively small
garden can become one if you take advantage of the
principles of the forest. In this way, you will not
only automatically be acting in the best interests of
nature and the environment; it also has the
advantage of minimising the work you need to do in
the garden. This book reveals how you can turn your
own green oasis into a forest garden, how to take
care of it through the seasons and the many options
there are for using your harvested crops – making it
not only a reliable guide but also an entertaining
companion through the gardening year.

THE AUTHORS
Laura Müller spent her childhood in a luxuriant,
blooming garden and gardening has been her
passion ever since. Sie studied German and History,
became a special needs teacher and developed a
comprehensive range of reading promotion aids for
children. With various start-ups, she actively
promotes climate protection and a sustainable
lifestyle on a local level. She lives with her family
near Munich.
Bernd Müller discovered photography for himself as
a schoolboy and has not put the camera down since.
As a graphic designer and art director, he also
designs publications, interfaces and photo
productions.

USPs
• Trend topic forest garden – a low-maintenance,
environmentally friendly garden paradise
modelled on the forest and effortlessly
combining relaxation and growing your own
food
• From planting to harvest and baking a tarte
with your own zucchinis: instructions, tips,
recipes and to-do lists for the entire gardening
year
• Personal stories, happy moments captured in
atmospheric photos and a modern look – this
first comprehensive guide on the trend topic
combines how to and lifestyle
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Simple Life, Simple Cooking

Home stories and recipes for minimalist
cuisine

Author: Lina Jachmann, Photographer: Scarlett
Werth

SPECIFICATIONS
16 x 23.2 cm, softcover with flaps
Approx. 176 pages
Colour illustrations: 80
Retail price €28.00
978-3-95728-696-3
Publication: March 2023
World rights available
Copyright Knesebeck Verlag

BRING MINIMALISM TO YOUR KITCHEN!
The simple things are the best – a golden rule that
applies not only to a minimalist lifestyle, but also
fits perfectly when it comes to cooking. Starting
from the basics which make life simpler, minimalism
expert Lina Jachmann shows what is really
important in the kitchen and what we can quite
easily do without, with no compromising on taste.
In addition, she visits other keen minimalists who
share their tips for simplicity in the kitchen and
reveal their favourite recipes – simple, delicious and
success guaranteed.

THE AUTHORS
Berlin author Lina Jachmann focuses on lifestyle
and zeitgeist topics. In her bestselling work Living
Simply, she advocates a minimalist lifestyle from
which we can all benefit, while the Practical Guide
to Living Simply offers additional ideas and
instructions. With Magic Morning, she presents
morning routines to enrich our lives.
Scarlett Werth is a versatile photographer from
Berlin who works mainly in the field of fashion and
portrait photography.

USPs
• Bestseller author Lina Jachmann (Living Simply)
shows how to transfer a minimalist lifestyle to
cooking and a healthy vegetarian diet
• Good for the environment and for you: a
sustainable cooking style which focuses on the
basics, with easily prepared dishes using
seasonal and regional ingredients
• Minimalistic cuisine as the perfect lifestyle in
our age of crises: practical examples and home
stories from successful kitchen minimalists
show you how
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The Second Discovery of the World
Alexander von Humboldt‘s expedition to
South America

Author/Illustrator: Bettina Schary

SPECIFICATIONS
18.7 x 26.5 cm, hardcover
Approx. 96 pages
Colour illustrations throughout
Retail price €22.00
978-3-95728-667-3
Publication: March 2023
World rights available
Copyright Knesebeck Verlag

YOU HAVE REACHED YOUR DESTINATION!
For more than five years, Alexander von Humboldt
and Aimé Bonpland travelled South America,
collecting, measuring and documenting everything
they found: flora, fauna or mountains. Over a
distance of around 8000 kilometres, they crossed
steppes, rivers and jungles, climbed volcanoes,
sleeping in forests and caves. Humboldt was an
ingenious networker, and in this book, in her debut
work as an illustrator, Bettina Schary captures his
achievements and adapts them humorously and
instructively for the reader of today.

THE AUTHORS
Bettina Schary, born in 1989, studied German,
theatre and media sciences and media management.
She works as a communication expert in Berlin.
Drawing (for preference in the traditional way with
pencil and coloured pencils, ink, copy markers and
watercolours) is an integral part of her life. Her
passions are hiking, podcasts and playing with
language. Her favourite word is “Waldeinsamkeit“ –
the solitude of the forest.

USPs
• The historic journey of the great scientist and
his companion Aimé Bonpland, interpreted for
the first time as a humorous graphic novel
• Social media meets history: Alexander von
Humboldt as a blogger who posts his
observations on the road and gives interviews
on talkshows
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Falco

The life and death of Hans Hölzel

Author/Illustrator: Arnulf Rödler

SPECIFICATIONS
19 x 26 cm, hardcover
96 pages
Colour illustrations throughout
Retail price €22.00
978-3-95728-701-4
Publication: January 2023
World rights available
Copyright Knesebeck Verlag

OUT OF THE DARK – INTO THE LIGHT
»Der Kommissar«, »Jeanny« or »Rock Me Amadeus«:
Falco‘s songs were often well ahead of their time.
And while Hans Hölzel was someone with many fears
he never learned to handle, Falco kept them at bay
with song. It is this dichotomy in the life of the bad
boy and superstar which author Arnulf Rödler so
ingeniously captures in his debut work. This
impressive biography, a fast-paced and hypnotic
account which begins with the singer‘s last hours,
leads us through the world of Falco’s imagination,
his revolutionary albums and the milestones in his
life. Falco was so much more than a German rapper
in a satin suit …

THE AUTHOR
Arnulf Rödler was born in 1976, attended the
Höhere Graphische Lehr- und Versuchsanstalt and
the Academy of Fine Arts in Vienna. He then worked
as a freelance artist and illustrator for magazines
and commercials. At the same time, he published
numerous comics in fanzines and anthologies; he
also performs as a vocalist with a focus on Noise,
electroacoustics and experimental improvisation.

USPs
• A vibrant personality and an eccentric and
exceptional artist: the life of Falco, documented
in an impressive graphic novel
• A masterly depiction of the dichotomy between
Hans Hölzel and his alter ego Falco
• An extraordinary drawing style which is
perfectly suited to the fictional character and
perfectionist Falco
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